
Introduction

The use of fibers as material for sutures in surgery is a very 
long-standing and also simple application of textiles in medicine. 
By the use of certain textile technologies it is also possible to 
generate complex structures and three dimensional designs.

The reason why textiles are used in regenerative medicine 
and tissue engineering is that they exhibit many advantages 
over other methods to fabricate scaffolds. One is the excellent 
surface-to-volume ratio of fibers and therefore also of the 
resulting textile structures. With their large surface, fibersoffer 
a huge area for cell adhesion and are therefore effective for the 
cultivation of cells. By varying the fiber diameter or distance, 
as well as surface properties of the fibers, the characteristics 
of scaffolds can be changed very easily. Different textile 
technologies like electrospinning, weaving, knitting, etc. allow 
for the variation of the properties and the adaptation to the 
particular application [1-4]. Ramakrishna has reviewed the 
variety of textile technologies which may be utilized for scaffold 
production [5].

The classical Tissue Engineering (TE) approach (in 
vitro expansion of cells seeded on scaffolds and subsequent 
implantation) has been facing various critical obstacles 
concerning the translation to the bedside, namely seedingtime, 
laborious effort and cost [6-8]. Hence, in recent years in 
situ TE has gained increasing attention [9-13]. In this more  

 
straight-forward approach, the body’s own biologic resources 
and reparative capability are utilized by implanting a cell-free 
engineered biomaterial (scaffold) into the site of injury, where 
host stem cells or tissue specific progenitor cells are recruited.

Technology for new textile scaffolds in tissue 
engineering

Flock Technology: Flock technology is a well-known and 
often applied textile technology. Originally developed for the 
improvement of visual appearance and haptics, flocking can 
nowadays also be found in technical applications.

Electrostatic flocking means to apply short fibers on a 
substrate that is covered with adhesive in an electrical field so 
that the fibers are nearly vertical to the substrate[14]. In the 
electrostatic field the fibers are aligned and accelerated towards 
the adhesive coated substrate(Figure 1). Reaching the adhesive 
layer the fibers become stuck perpendicularly to the substrate 
and give the surface a velvet-like look.

Flock technology has been used for the fabrication of a new 
type of scaffold for tissue engineering. The purpose of a tissue-
engineered scaffold is to mimic the properties of the Extracellular 
Matrix (ECM) of the tissue that should be restored as well as 
possible and temporarily adopt its function. For that to happen 
a scaffold has to be mechanically stable, serve as matrix for cell 
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adhesion, proliferation and differentiation, allow nutrient and 
oxygen support and provide enough space for newly synthesized 
matrix and blood capillary ingrowth. Most tissues in the body 
exhibit anisotropic properties so that anisotropic replacement 
materials are better suited than isotropic ones.

In previous experiments flock technology has been adapted 
from the textile industry for the fabrication of scaffolds for 
tissue engineering by successfully replacing the adhesive and 
the substrate with biocompatible and degradable materials [15]. 
It could also be shown that the scaffolds were stable under cell 
culture conditions.

It has been aimed to create scaffolds with different properties 
by varying both flocking fiber geometry and flocking time. The 
generated scaffolds were characterized with regard to their 
biomechanical properties. In cell culture experiments they were 
loaded with human mesenchymal stem cells to investigate the 
ability of cells to differentiate into osteoblasts in flock scaffolds.

Scaffolds for tissue engineering applications that were 
produced by electrostatic flocking which is a well-known textile 
technology has been considered. These flock scaffolds possess 
anisotropic properties. They show compression strength along 
the fibers and are flexible (depending on the substrate used) 
across the fibers which allows for good handling and adaption 
to tissue defects. This novel type of scaffold therefore combines 
favorable qualities which make it applicable for different tissues 
in the body. Because of the high compression strength in fiber 
direction, it appears that flock scaffolds are advantageous for 
load-bearing tissues like bone and cartilage.

It has been demonstrated that scaffolds produced by flock 
technology offer an oriented and open pore structure with a 
high surface-to-volume ratio that allows for easy seeding and 
migration of cells into the constructs. Flock scaffolds supported 
attachment and proliferation of hMSCs as well as differentiation 
along the osteoblastic lineage.

For an application in cartilage tissue engineering, in 
particular, non-mineralized substrates would be more suitable 
than the mineralized ones we used for the present study. First 
experiments with a non-mineralized collagen-membrane made 
from bovine pericardium-Lyoplant® (B. Braun, Melsungen, 
Germany)-as substrate, were very promising and led to stable 
scaffolds. The encouraging results from the present, and also 
from a previous, study concerning the utilization of flock 
scaffolds for cartilage replacement [16,17] suggest that this new 
type of matrix might be suitable for the engineering of different 
tissues-merely needing to adapt materials used for scaffold 
fabrication to the respective tissue.

Further improvement of the scaffolds must be carried out to 
make them fully degradable. Promising results from preliminary 
experiments using fibers made of chitosan encourage our belief 
that this goal may well be achieved in the near future.

Cell free textile scaffolds in tissue engineering 
applications

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the flocking process.

In situ TE approaches have been investigated for various 
possible applications such as vascular grafts, nerve and hard 
tissue regeneration [18-20]. In recent years the general 
understanding of the requirements imposed on scaffolds for 
TE applications has changed towards templates which replicate 
the target cell niche in terms of their structural architecture and 
which are capable of adapting to a changing microenvironment, 
thus providing optimal conditions for tissue-ingrowth, nutrient, 
gas and biomolecule transport and vascularization [21,22]. 
The scaffoldarchitectureshouldbedictatedbytherequirementsof 
the target cell niche (Figure 1). To generate scaffolds with 
properties tailored to the targeted application, numerous 
manufacturingmethodshavebeenemployed.Thosecomprise 
solvent casting [14-16], gas foaming [17-19], phase separation 
[20,21], emulsion freeze drying [23-33];[14-24], Additive 
Manufacturing(AM)techniques[25-27],electrospinning[28,29] 
and otherfiber formation techniques [30,31]. The versatility 
of textile technology allows for the fabrication of 3D spatial 
structures with tunable properties in the micro- and macro range 
[32,33]. In the past decades, textile manufacturing techniques 
have been used in a wide range of engineering applications 
such as fiber reinforced composites, construction textiles, 
filtration, medical textiles etc. [34-36]. Fiber based techniques 
including electrospinning have been successfully used for the 
manufacturing of 3D cell laden scaffolds for classical in vitro 
and in vivo TE approaches,whicharereviewedelse-where[37,38].
Through suitable combinations of material, fiber type and 
manufacturing technique, fiber-based scaffolds can be engineered 
to obtainpropertiessimilartonativetissueandtomatchcritical 
scaffold criteria [39]. The mechanical properties can be 
adjusted according to the desired properties of native tissue 
[40-42].Besides, closestructuralresemblanceofthescaffold 
to native host tissue, the success of in situ TE approaches 
stronglyreliesonthescaffolds capabilitytorecruithoststem cells 
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or tissue specific progenitor cells. Therefore, information-
rich scaffolding systems with incorporated ‘‘cell homing’’ or 
‘‘recruiting’’ factors are needed [43]. Nanofiber based scaffolds 
have been reviewed in detail elsewhere [44,45]. Hence, in this 
review nanofibers are considered in terms of a major technique 
for scaffold functionalization and not as structure defining 
component. In this article, the benefits offered by micro-fibrous 
scaffold architectures fabricated by textile manufacturing 
techniques are discussed:

a. How can established and novel fiber-processing techniques 
be exploited in order to generate templates matching the 
demands of the target cell niche?

b.  Which are the problems related to the development of 
biomaterial fibers ready for textile manufacturing? How may 
biological cues be incorporated into microfibrous scaffold 
architectures?

c. After a critical review of exemplarily selected recent studies 
on cell-free fiber based scaffolds for in situ TE, including 
clinical trials, the findings of this article are concluded in 
order assess the potential and limitations of cell-free fiber 
based scaffolds.

In this review, the preconditions and possibilities of 
textile manufacturing methods, fiber development and 
functionalization for the fabrication of cell-free scaffolds for in 
situ TE have been summarized. Studies in this field encompass 
a variety of engineered scaffolds from simple grafts to complex 
multi-material scaffolds [46,47]. The basic benefits of fibrous 
scaffold architectures, namely mechanical stability, porosity 
and degradability, are employed in most cases. However, fibrous 
engineered scaffold systems stay behind the possibilities which 
are principally offered by textile manufacturing techniques and 
their combination with other manufacturing techniques. In 
order to make use of the whole range of favors, there are four 
main issues which need to be addressed:

i. Logical combination of manufacturing techniques and 
materials.

ii. Biomaterial fiber development.

iii.      Adaptionoftextilemanufacturingtechniquestothedemands 
of scaffolds for regenerative medicine.

iv. Incorporation of biological cues (e.g. stem cell homing 
factors).

A crucial premise for successful scaffold development is that 
the choice of material, manufacturing techniques and biological 
cues must be dictated by the targeted repair-tissue. The paradox 
of expert knowledge in specific techniques on the one hand and 
a broad overview about the huge variety of existing materials 
and techniques on the other hand may only be solved if intense 
interdisciplinary collaboration is consequently pursued. The 
combination of appropriate materials, manufacturing and 

functionalization techniques must be derived from the desired 
scaffold-properties [48].

Besides the well-established synthetic polymers (e.g. 
PLA, PGA, PLGA, PBT), recent developments in biomaterial 
fiber engineering enable the exploitation of the favorable 
material properties from materials such as collagen, chitosan, 
regenerated silk or recombinant proteins in fibers suitable for 
their processing into stable spatial scaffolds [49-52]. However, 
intensified studies concerning fiber properties and the in vitro 
and in vivo behavior of those newly developed fibers have to 
be conducted in order to use them for regenerative medicine. 
Furthermore, regulatory restrictions regarding the use of 
novel fibrous materials in the human body must be taken into 
account[53].

The possibilities offered by textile manufacturing 
techniques to create structures with adjusted mechanical and 
porous properties may only be exploited if the manufacturing 
method is chosen based on the demands of the targeted tissue. 
Manufacturing methods have to be adapted in orderto allow the 
combination of the fibrous architecture with other materials (e.g. 
nano-fibers, hydrogels), thus creating structurally hierarchical 
‘‘hybrid’’ scaffolds which match the host tissue. Also, techniques 
by which 3D net shaped geometries (similar to AM techniques) 
may be fabricated from fibers are to be further developed [54], 
thus allowing simple fabrication of custom-shaped and patient 
specific fibrous scaffolds.

EspeciallyforinsituTE,theincorporationandsustained release 
of biological cues into scaffolds is crucial for their successful 
application. Despite this fact, the incorporation of biological 
cues is not looked at in most cases when fiber-based cell-free 
scaffolds are used for in situ TE. A functioning fiber-based 
release-system for the sustained delivery of biological cues could 
help in achievinganimportantgoalinguidinghostcellstoform 
a well-integrated functional structure. Therefore, intensified 
research is necessary.

Depending on the type of engineered tissue and the 
application, clinical studies showed that cell-free fibrous 
scaffolds may be superior to or as well as conventional ‘‘gold 
standard’’ treatments [55-57]. Besides the obvious advantages 
of in situ TE (off-the-shelve scaffold availability, less cost and 
time consumption) it has to be considered that in terms of 
tissue ingrowth, tissue formation and regained functionality 
of regenerated tissue, cellfree fibrous scaffold systems do not 
always yield better results as their cell-seeded counterparts 
[58]. With the availability of novel biomaterial fibers with 
sufficient mechanical performance for textile manufacturing 
techniques and the appropriate addition and sustained release 
of cell homing factors and growth factors, in situ TE approaches 
using cell-free fibrous scaffolds could be elevated to various 
clinical applications.To make progress towards this goal, 
the interdisciplinary collaboration of experts in the fields of 
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medicine, biomaterials science and textile engineering has to be 
consequently pursued.

Conclusion

Textile scaffolds can be found in a variety of application areas 
in regenerative medicine and tissue engineering. Electrostatic 
flocking-a well-known textile technology-to produce scaffolds for 
tissue engineering of bone, has been used. Flock scaffolds stand 
out due to their unique structure: parallel arranged fibers that are 
aligned perpendicularly to a substrate, resulting in mechanically 
stable structures with a high porosity. In compression tests we 
demonstrated good mechanical properties of such scaffolds and 
in cell culture experiments we showed that flock scaffolds allow 
attachment and proliferation of human mesenchymal stem cells 
and support their osteogenic differentiation. These matrices 
represent promising scaffolds for tissue engineering.

The problems related to the development of biomaterial 
fibers (especially from nature-derived materials) ready for 
textile manufacturing are addressed. Attention is also paid on 
how biological cues may be incorporated into micro-fibrous 
scaffold architectures by hybrid manufacturing approaches (e.g. 
nanofiber or hydrogel functionalization). After a critical review 
of exemplary recent research works on cell-free fiber based 
scaffolds for in situ TE, including clinical studies, we conclude 
that in order to make use of the whole range of favors which may 
be provided by engineered fibrous scaffold systems, there are 
four main issues which need to be addressed:

1. Logical combination of manufacturing techniques and 
materials.

2.  Biomaterial fiber development.

3. Adaption of textile manufacturing techniques to the 
demands of scaffolds for regenerative medicine.

4. Incorporation of biological cues (e.g. stem cell homing 
factors).
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